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- Training
- Piloting
- Lessons Learned
Three ways of training

1. Training of One team by International TA with desk simulation and educational trip to pilot site
2. Theoretical training of all team mms with practical attachment in each technical departments (laboratory, x-ray)
3. Training of others while the first team executes, each team attended at least 3 cluster as trainee and vice versa before left independent

Training and discussion on protocol development in Geneva 2009 for core team mms
Provision of training and desk simulation
Onsite Training
Pilot, training and visit of officials/good to know what is done in the field
Pilot and practical training

Group instruction
Reception
Interview
X-ray reception
Capturing
Film development/out processer
Piloting and training

X-reading

Data checking

Re interview/ team leader

Sputum collection
Pilot

1. Testing Equipments
2. Testing survey tools (about 22 different printed formats, utilization of carbonated print, breakable binding.
3. Testing ideas and flow of work
4. Testing efficiency of team members and local assistants
Lessons

- The need of innovation for transportation of equipments
- The need of modification on census procedure modification
- Involvement of more local assistants
- Having partition for undressing and depressing at the x-ray unit
- Show as need to work on motivation of the team, to have shard responsibility and common goal, building team sprit
Trained and supported to Working as a unit
Team sprit is mandatory
I thank you!